
 PeeringDB Issues board  Google Meet  PC Todo list  Product Roadmap 

 2024-01-04 Start:  15:30 UTC  End:  16:30 UTC 
 Participants: Paul Hoogsteder, Leo, Grizz, Jack, Pete, Martin, Steve, Jeff 
 Apologies: Arnold, Yolandi, Yan 

 Main agenda 
 ●  Introduce potential new member 
 ●  Followup in  #1408  (  Public Logging of Object Request  Rejections  ): Peter Helmenstine

 has investigated and found  few formal rejections.  Most cases are a lack of response 
 after a request for additional information. 

 ○  Agreement that we should work towards more transparency 
 ○  Suggestion to look at using pdb-stats (see:  #1500  )  to see the scale of what is 

 happening 
 ○  Hard to get good stats out of DeskPro but that’s no reason not to take small steps 

 towards improvement. Discuss more at NANOG 90? 
 ○  Marty to make a proposal 

 ●  Calculating the cost of exporting individual queries in different export formats (.CSV, 
 .JSON, and .KMZ) grizz@20c.com

 ○  No significant cost difference between export formats 
 ○  Possible easier than trying to guess the specific exports people would like to be 

 pre-generated 
 ●  UI/UX Refresh - Update on progress/timing (  ) Leo Vegoda
 ●  NANOG 90 - who’s going? 

 ○  Pete, Jeff, Marty, Steve (maybe) - possible lightning talk 
 ○  Leo to prepare a draft for review and edits 
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 Number  Title  Summary  Consent 
 Finalized? 

 #1489  Remove unneeded fields from 
 the KMZ 

 Reduce clutter 
 ●  Goal: get it into the My Maps in 

 Google, which has a 5MB limit 

 YES 

 #1491  Add logo watermark and 
 peeringdb.com URL to kmz 

 As title  YES 

 #1492  Add multiple KMZ files with 
 different chunks of data 

 As title  NO (  #1495 
 instead) 

 #1493  Change the visual appearance 
 of the KMZ pin to be unique 
 and smaller 

 As title  YES 

 #1495  Enable .KMZ export for 
 Advanced Search results 

 As title  YES 

 #1494  drop any facilities without 
 location data (PDB Example) 

 As title  YES 

 #1481  Network Registration fail 
 results in AC action and retry 
 failure 

 Consider reducing burden on the AC  YES (warning 
 -vs- block - need 

 AC feedback) 

 #1499  Stop Ticket Opening Post 
 Object Creation (anti-automat) 

 As title  YES 

 #1482  Clarify location inside of 
 ORG-a-building 

 Ability to publish a postal delivery 
 address rather than an office location 

 ●  Proposal to favor suite over floor 

 GET DATA ON 
 USAGE 

 #1483  Address Change UI  UI improvement for correcting inaccurate 
 suggested address 

 YES 

 #1484  Update ORG Social Media 
 Option "Twitter" to "X" 

 As title  YES 

 #1486  Request/Login display area 
 error 

 Web UI redesign (see above)  CLOSE 

 #1487  URL Referrer Behavior  Open new tab on external links  YES 

 #1488  Naming Options for Objects  Reduce number of places where an org 
 or object can list a name 

 ●  Need an AKA for acquisitions 
 etc… 

 Rephrase the 
 issue 
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 #1481  Network Registration fail 
 results in AC action and retry 
 failure 

 Consider reducing burden on the AC  YES (warning 
 -vs- block - need 
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 #1499  Stop Ticket Opening Post 
 Object Creation (anti-automat) 

 As title  YES 

 #1482  Clarify location inside of 
 ORG-a-building 

 Ability to publish a postal delivery 
 address rather than an office location 

 ●  Proposal to favor suite over floor 

 GET DATA ON 
 USAGE 

 #1483  Address Change UI  UI improvement for correcting inaccurate 
 suggested address 

 YES 

 ●  Maybe can get rid of long name 
 etc.. 

 ●  But can adjust what we show: 
 don’t show null fields 

 #1496  IXP Object Creation Refused 
 Without Website Entry 

 Remove website requirement 

 #1497  Add State Data to IXP Object  As title 

 Consent Agenda 



 Non-contentious issues that can be agreed in a single vote. Members can ask for an issue to be 
 placed on the main agenda if they want it to have more discussion. 

 Number  Title  Summary  Consent 
 Finalized? 

 #1468  translation refresh and 
 dependency update 

 Update to weblate 5.0 to improve the 
 experience for both translators and the 
 Operations Committee 

 #1469  v2 search - not able to find IX 
 participant based on IP 

 Bug: User should be able to search by 
 peering LAN IP address 

 #1473  Searching for specific facilities 
 (so far Equinix) returns 
 incorrect results 

 Missing search results 

 #1476  v2 search not able to find 
 organization and network - 
 Marconi Solutions Srls 

 Missing search results 

 #1038  add default for config key  Improve dev and beta environments 

 #1475  KML Placemark/Point Meta 
 Data Not Displaying Correctly 

 Some facs’ data cards do not render 
 properly in Google Earth Pro 

 #1501  .kmz export Notes in 
 Description hides metadata in 
 Google Earth Pro 

 Bug? 

 #1478  Social link controls showing 
 up when not logged in 

 As title 

 #1465  Enhancement: Add other 
 global voltages to the 
 Available Voltages feature 

 This is the opposite of what we agreed in 
 #1341  . 

 Should we improve the description on the 
 site so users know that this element 
 describes non-standard power offers? 

 #1479  Facility data incorrectly 
 exported to KMZ 

 As title 

 #1485  Invalid_client error on oauth  Oauth bug? 

 #1490  Spelling fix for KMZ  As title 

 #1500  pdb_stats needs to be 
 updated to include Campuses, 

 As title 



 Carriers, etc. & possible bug 
 with user counts 

 Informational 
 No action required. Members should be aware that these new issues have been agreed since 
 the last meeting. 

 Number  Title  Summary 

 AOB 
 Text. 


